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DAWN TO DARK ACTIVITY

Since the offensive against German occupied territory was stepped-

up a few days ago R.A, F, Mitchell bombers working from one airfield have

made 84 sorties in two days. In one day two squadrons dropped 90 tons of

bombs on marshalling yards and airfields - a very good effort for medium,

bombers.

Mitchells, Bostons and Venturas operating from other airfields have

made similar trips. On several targets squadrons of one type of aircraft

Have been quickly followed in by squadrons of another type.

Airfields from which these attacks have been made have never seen

such intense activity, and. enthusiasm for the operational successes has

spread from the aircrews to the ground crews, whose keenness is unbounded.
The pilots are really "going to town," in the phrase of one of them who

used to grouse at getting only one or two "ops" a week.

Perhaps the hardest effort is made by the ground engineering staff

and the crews who work on the aircraft at the dispersals. They are up

and have breakfast while it is still dark and. with the first light are at

work on their aircraft. And they are still there after the last sortie,
to do some work before the evening lightfails.

One transport driver who collects crews from their billets, takes

them to breakfast, then to the briefing room and to their aircraft was

working from 5 a.m, to 10 p.m*, at which timehe picked up the ground
crews from dispersal points and took then home, "I don’t mind so long
as the beys are getting the in", ho said, "This is the real thing,"

Intelligence officers have had little time to spare, either, for

no sooner has one sortie finished than preparations are on the way for

another - co-ordinating briefing and target details, and course and

weather forecasts. In fact, these jobs often overlap.

The staffs in the airmen's, sergeants’ and officers’ messes are.

being called upon to provide meals at all hours of the day. At lunch-

time 50 sergeants, and 20 officers from one station may be attacking a

marshalling yard or an airfield and they comeback very hungry. But they,
too, find tnat those on the ground are "on the job,"


